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Exported Listing

 

MD Helicopters MD500E Contact Seller For Price

Manufacturer MD Helicopters

Category n/a

Configuration Other

Year 1988

Time 2380

Price n/a

Serial Number n/a

Registration
Number

n/a
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Description
There are few differences between the MD500E
born in 1988 and one from 2014 but if you look
closely at this remarkable 1988 model, you
quickly see clues to its originality and unmolested
history. The telltale is the original upper cowls
with the "surfboard" wings on the dog box. Most
500E's from the '90s had those cut off after the
first oil change and that suggests this is one
special 500E. I would actually suggest that this is
the lowest time and most original E model from
this era with top-shelf pedigree showing a history
of care and respect. The trained eye notices that
the blades show no sag and the static pitch
angles look linear. It sits tall on its gear, the
windows could've been installed yesterday, there
is a visible lack of oil canning in the airframe and
(I think) a very smart "retro" paint design. They
aren't making the MD500's in any volume these
days and if you are looking for a helicopter that
keeps your head up and attention outside more
than looking at magenta lines and managing the
autopilot... then take this opportunity because
they won't be around forever. Contact Steve
Reyna - from IHS based in DFW Phone: +1 (214)
755-3122 Email: info@flyvolation.com Website:
www.volation.com

Avionics

- Radar Altimeter

- Garmin 495 GPS

- Garmin Audio Panel

- Garmin ADSB OUT Transponder

- KY196 VHF Radio

- FM Radio

- Shadin Fuel Flow Meter

- Digital OAT/VOLT meter

Equipment

- Cargo Hook with load cell

- Hook Mirror

- Bear Paws

- Ground Handling Wheels
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Interior

- 5 seats

- Light weight utility seats in rear

- All leather in front

Exterior

- Retro Tan/Orange and Brown

- Fresh paint in 2018

Inspection Details

Current FAA C of A

The descriptions and/or specifications provided are for introductory information only and do not imply
any warranties or representations. The Purchaser is responsible for verification of specifications upon
inspection. The Helicopter is offered subject to prior sale, lease or withdrawal from the market without
prior notice.
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